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MIRIAM E. CAMERON, PHD, MS, MA, RN
• Serves as Lead Faculty, Yoga & Tibetan Medicine Focus Area, 

Graduate Faculty, Bakken Center, University of Minnesota. 
• Has done scholarly work on Tibetan Medicine, Yoga, Nursing, 

Bioethics for 30 years. 
• Created Bakken Center’s Yoga and Tibetan Medicine Program; 

includes the Tibetan Healing Initiative (THI). 
• Published over 65 articles, 9 book chapters, 3 monographs,3 

internet modules, and 4 books including, 
– Karma and Happiness: A Tibetan Odyssey in Ethics, 

Spirituality, and Healing, with the foreword by the Dalai 
Lama. 

– Tibetan-Medicine and You: A Path to Wellbeing, Better 
Health, and Joy with the Blessing by the Dalai Lama. 

https://www.amazon.com/Karma-Happiness-Tibetan-Odyssey-Spirituality/dp/157749105X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Karma+and+Happiness%3A+A+Tibetan+Odyssey+in+Ethics&qid=1586033782&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Tibetan-Medicine-You-Wellbeing-Better/dp/1538135019/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Tibetan+Medicine+and+You&qid=1570321477&sr=8-1




Overview 

Dr. Miriam E Cameron will:
• Explain the healing power of Tibetan medicine. 
• Describe how to use Tibetan medicine for self-care 

and integrative care. 

As researchers affirm, Tibetan medicine and 
conventional medicine complement each other.

Including Tibetan medicine in self-care and integrative 
care expands healing options and promotes 
individualized, quality whole person healthcare. 



INTRODUCTION

Why is a Jew teaching Tibetan medicine! 

Because Tibetan medicine works and 
complements Judaism! 
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All of us want to be happy and avoid 
suffering. Yet too often we make choices 
that sabotage us rather than reverse 
what’s wrong. 

Tibetan medicine, Tibet’s ancient, 
comprehensive science and art of healing, 
offers effective tools for transforming 
suffering into health and happiness.

Source: Cameron, M.E., & Namdul, T. 
(2020). Tibetan Medicine and You: A Path 
to Wellbeing, Better Health, and Joy, 
Blessing by His Holiness the Dalai Lama. 
New York: Rowman & Littlefield.

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538135013/Tibetan-Medicine-and-You-A-Path-to-Wellbeing-Better-Health-and-Joy






INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS TIBETAN MEDICINE? 

• Sowa Rigpa, the Tibetan name, is the ancient, yet timely, 
science and art of healing from Tibet.

• Tibetan Medicine is based on Tibetan Buddhism, a school of 
Buddhism that developed in Tibet. 

• Tibetan medicine teaches that the purpose of life is to be 
happy, and that wellbeing is a lifelong process of living in 
harmony with your constitution.

• For centuries, Tibetan medicine doctors have conducted 
research; now western scientific researchers are studying 
Tibetan medicine, with positive results. 



INTRODUCTION: TIBETAN MEDICINE IS  BASED 
ON TIBETAN BUDDHISM - APPLICABLE TO ALL 

+ Philosophy.

+ Psychology.

+ Science of the mind.

- Not religion! 



INTRODUCTION: YOGA AND TIBETAN MEDICINE 

Yoga is a way of life to unite body & mind, individual & universe;  
a systematic ethical, spiritual path of consciousness 
transformation – Swami Veda Bharati

Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra, II.29: The eight components of yoga 
are external discipline, internal discipline, posture, breath 
regulation, withdrawal of the senses, concentration, meditative 
absorption, and integration.

Tibetan Medicine (and Ayurveda) teach us how to create and 
maintain a healthy mind and body so we can live a yogic life. 



AGENDA
• Karma: Universal law of cause and effect; choose what 

produces balance, health, happiness.    

• Suffering: Unpleasant or unhappy feelings; mental poisons 
and unhealthy choices lead to imbalance and dis-ease.  

• Healing: Reverse imbalance; choose to live in harmony 
with your unique, inborn constitution.

• Happiness: Cultivate characteristics that create happiness;  
behave with compassion and wisdom; bloom like a 
hibiscus. 



KARMA: ALL PHENOMENA CONSIST OF ENERGY.

Five Components (Characteristics) of Energy 
(Called Elements)
• Earth: stability, structure.
• Water: moisture, smoothness.
• Fire:  growth, development, food absorption.
• Air: movement.
• Space: allows the other elements to interact, 

coexist.
Each of us consists of the same 5 elements of energy!



KARMA: THREE PRIMARY ENERGIES 
(NYES PA SOOM)

• Loong (air): Movement energy (vata in 
Ayurveda). 

• Tripa (fire): Heat energy (yang in Chinese, pitta
in Ayurveda).

• Baekan (water, earth): Cold energy (yin in 
Chinese, kapha in Ayurveda).



KARMA: SEVEN CONSTITUTIONS

• Loong: Movement energy dominates tripa and baekan.
• Tripa: Hot energy dominates loong and baekan.
• Baekan: Cold energy dominates loong and tripa.
• Tripa/loong and loong/tripa: Movement and hot energies 

dominate baekan.
• Baekan/loong and loong/baekan: Cold, movement 

energies dominate tripa.
• Tripa/baekan and baekan/tripa: Hot and cold energies 

dominate loong.
• Loong/tripa/baekan (rare constitution): All three energies 

are about equal.



KARMA: LIVE IN HARMONY WITH YOUR  
UNIQUE, INBORN CONSTITUTION 
• Health and happiness = balance; dis-ease and suffering = 

imbalance.

• To reverse dis-ease, correct the underlying imbalance.

• Use the “Constitutional Self-Assessment Tool” (CSAT) and 
“Lifestyle Guidelines Tool” (LGT) to identify your constitution 
and make choices that support your constitution:
– Constitutional Self-Assessment Tool (CSAT) and Lifestyle Guidelines 

Tool (LGT). 
– The CSAT and LGT are published in Chapter 2 of the textbook. 

https://www.csh.umn.edu/education/focus-areas/tibetan-medicine/assessment-and-guidelines-tools




SUFFERING
(Dukkha: Suffering, dis-satisfaction in Sanskrit)

Kinds of Suffering

• Suffering of suffering - birth, sickness, aging, death.

• Suffering due to change, impermanence.

• Pervasive suffering: greed, anxiety, anger, hostility, 
confusion, delusion, and other negative emotions. 



SUFFERING: GREED, ATTACHMENT, 
DESIRE
• Promotes and results from loong (movement 

energy) imbalance.

• Depression: Anxiety, lack of focus.  

• Health problems: Insomnia, headaches, irritable 
digestion / bowel movement, heart and blood 
pressure issues, dry skin, movement disorders, 
addictions, mental health problems.  



SUFFERING: ANGER, HOSTILITY, 
AGGRESSION 
• Promotes and results from tripa (heat) imbalance.

• Depression: Anger. 

• Health problems: Skin rashes, inflammations, 
infections, headaches, autoimmune disorders, 
sensitive small intestine, cardio-vascular disease, 
and hormonal issues.  



SUFFERING: CONFUSION, DELUSION, 
CLOSED-MINDEDNESS

• Promotes and results from baekan (cold) 
imbalance.

• Depression: Withdrawal. 

• Health problems: Respiratory disorders, weak 
metabolism, poor blood circulation, kidney and 
bladder dysfunction, obesity, diabetes, dementia. 



HEALING: GREED, ATTACHMENT, DESIRE

• Calm loong (movement energy) by doing what is 
warm, grounded, and peaceful. For example, sit 
quietly, without talking, and listen to soft music. 

• Meditate on impermanence (continuous change).

• Behave with generosity, lovingkindness, and 
acceptance. 



HEALING: ANGER, HOSTILITY, 
AGGRESSION

• Cool tripa (heat energy) by doing what is dry and 
cool. For example, ingest beverages and foods that 
are cooling; avoid situations that trigger anger.

• Meditate on compassion (kindness toward oneself, 
everyone, everything, and our planet). 

• Engage in actions that relieve suffering for others 
and benefit our planet. 



HEALING: CONFUSION, DELUSION, 
CLOSED-MINDEDNESS

• Warm baekan (cold energy) by doing what is dry 
and warm. For example, ingest warm beverages and 
food, exercise vigorously, dress warm enough. 

• Meditate on wisdom (Wake up!); practice 
mindfulness, being fully aware of the moment. 

• Develop open-mindedness and expand your 
thinking; reach out to help others and do your part to 
create a more compassionate, just world. 



HAPPINESS: CULTIVATE THESE 
CHARACTERISTICS: 

• Love Compassion
• Kindness Satisfaction
• Equanimity            Responsibility
• Altruism     Forgiveness
• Joy                               Peace
• Patience     Humility
• Tolerance Empathetic joy
• Spiritual Immunity Resilience
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RESOURCES
Graduate Courses

• CSPH 5315 - “Traditional Tibetan Medicine: Ethics, Spirituality, 
& Healing,” 8 weeks, online, 2 credits.

• CSPH 5318 - "Tibetan Medicine, Ayurveda, & Yoga in India," 4 
credits; May Session; Tibetan Medical College, Dharamsala, 
India; on hold b/c of Covid.  

FREE Publications on Bakken Center Website 
• Constitutional Self-Assessment Tool” (CSAT) and “Lifestyle 

Guidelines Tool” (LGT), also in Chapter 2 of textbook.  
• Overview of Tibetan Medicine.

New Book 
Tibetan Medicine and You: A Path to Wellbeing, Better Health, 
and Joy, with a Blessing by the Dalai Lama.   

https://www.csh.umn.edu/education/credit-courses/csph-5315-traditional-tibetan-medicine-ethics-spirituality-and-healing
https://umabroad.umn.edu/programs/asia-oceania/csph-india
https://www.csh.umn.edu/education/focus-areas/tibetan-medicine/assessment-and-guidelines-tools
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/explore-healing-practices/tibetan-medicine
https://www.amazon.com/Tibetan-Medicine-You-Wellbeing-Better/dp/1538135019/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Tibetan+Medicine+and+You&qid=1570321477&sr=8-1
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LET’S DO TONGLEN MEDITATION

FOR EACH OTHER! 

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/explore-healing-practices/tibetan-medicine/how-can-i-practice-tibetan-meditation
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